
TOKYO: Sony Corp’s new chief executive is embrac-
ing entertainment content, but for now appears to be
steering clear of direct competition with tech giants
such as Apple Inc and Netflix Inc. The company last
week announced a $2.3 billion deal for EMI Music
Publishing, and CEO Kenichiro Yoshida said he
would focus on collecting stable profits from existing
music, movies and other intellectual property. The
deal made Sony the world’s largest music publisher
in an industry that has found new life on the back of
streaming services such as Spotify. 

But for now, Sony is doing little to step up its
game in Hollywood, where it is lagging behind bigger
studios and where Apple, Amazon.com and Netflix
are battling to become dominant streaming plat-
forms. “I don’t think we should aim to build platforms
of their level or compete with them,” he told re-
porters last week. “A key pillar of our strategy is, how
can we survive, how can we actually shift the turf.”

His strategy is good news for longtime investors,
who have watched Sony extract itself from loss-making
projects in the past few years. In 2017, Sony wrote
nearly $1 billion off the value of its movie business. Try-
ing to find safer ground to fight on is an extension of
Yoshida’s numbers-focused approach. As former chief
financial officer, he is credited with turning around the

consumer electronics giant using cost cuts and a focus
on seemingly bland but highly profitable sensors.

Sony also recently took a 39 percent stake in
Peanuts Holdings, of Snoopy fame, for $185 million. In
movies and TV, the company wants to further lever-
age film rights to its old franchises rather than invest-
ing in new star-studded movies and TV shows.
Examples would fall along
the lines of last year’s “Ju-
manji: Welcome to the Jun-
gle,” which unexpectedly
grossed more than $900
million. The studio plans to
release another film based
on the 1995 classic “Ju-
manji” in late 2019. Mac-
quarie Capital Securities
analyst Damian Thong said
the new strategy meant “lower cost, faster decision-
making, greater synergies, and a potential turning
point in theatrical film margins.”

The Right Notes
Yoshida has said that rather than trying to make

all of Sony’s divisions complement each other, it was
important for each to be profitable on its own. In-

vestors have also speculated that he may be less
averse to the idea of putting the movie studio up for
sale than his predecessor, Kazuo Hirai, who fought
off activist shareholder Daniel Loeb’s recommenda-
tion to partially spin off the entertainment division.
Yoshida has not suggested a sale, but he made no se-
cret that Sony’s new emphasis on intellectual prop-

erty favours music over
movies. 

Consumers listen to
songs more than once but
don’t often watch the same
movie twice. Similarly, they
demand larger song li-
braries while being satis-
fied with just a few shows
on a platform such as Net-
flix, he said. One decision

he may have to make is what to do with the com-
pany’s struggling internet TV service PlayStation
Vue, which is struggling to gain subscribers after
launching in the United States in 2015. 

With the exception of the PlayStation video game
console, Sony has had little success at offering an en-
tertainment platform since losing out to Apple’s iPod
and iTunes music store a decade ago. Walt Disney

and cable operator Comcast, meanwhile, are battling
for 21st Century Fox Inc’s entertainment assets, while
AT&T is trying to persuade the US Justice Depart-
ment to allow it to buy Time Warner Inc. 

Sony’s Hollywood studio, which lags behind
Buena Vista, 20th Century Fox and Warner Bros,
could become an even smaller player ahead thanks
to the rapid rise of Netflix as a content provider. “The
movie industry requires scale to some extent, so per-
haps it isn’t absolutely necessary for Sony to remain
independent there,” said Atsushi Osanai, a former
Sony official who is now a professor at Japan’s
Waseda University Business School. 

Anthony Vinciquerra, CEO of Sony Pictures En-
tertainment, said the company was happy to sit out
the current round of mergers. “In the longer term, as
these companies begin to consolidate and form their
ecosystems, we will be developing alliances some-
where along the way. We don’t know with whom yet,
because we don’t know what the landscape is going
to look like. But we are very confident,” he told in-
vestors last week. —Reuters

Sony’s push into entertainment 
aims for stability, not splashiness

CEO says no plans to go toe-to-toe with Apple, Amazon

Movie studio 
faces industry 
consolidation

Japan moves
closer to 
controversial 
labor reforms
TOKYO: Japan’s lower house yesterday approved
controversial labor reforms that the government
has defended as necessary to boost the economy
but critics warn could result in more death by
overwork. The legislation would scrap hourly
overtime pay for some employees while setting
overtime caps for others for the first time. The
government says the measures will boost effi-
ciency and equality, and they form a key plank of
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s “Abenomics” policy
to kick-start the country’s sluggish economy.

But critics argue that loosening hourly over-
time pay will only encourage overwork in a coun-
try that is infamous for the phenomenon of
“karoshi”, or death by overwork, and some oppo-
sition members booed loudly as the bill was ap-
proved. The legislation must still pass the upper
house, though local media said approval there was
likely. The reform’s key feature is letting Japan’s
corporate sector hire select, highly paid profes-
sionals, such as currency traders and consultants,
on contracts which include no overtime pay.

The category only applies to those who
earn at least 10.75 million yen ($97,800) an-
nually, with employers required to seek the
consent of professionals involved. Financial

analysts and stockbrokers are expected to be
among the likely targets of the new contracts,
while professionals like doctors whose case
load can vary by the hour will be exempt. The
law contains the first legal caps on overtime,
setting an annual limit of 360 hours for normal
cases, and up to 720 hours for “temporary”
and “special” cases.

It also promotes flexible work schedules in-
cluding telecommuting, allows office workers to
develop side businesses, and encourages equal
pay for workers on different contracts doing the
same job. Abe’s government argues the reforms
are necessary to respond to the challenge of an
ageing and shrinking population. But sceptics
say they will endanger workers by allowing
contracts that could include almost unlimited
overtime with no extra pay, and setting overtime
caps for other professions that are still too high
to prevent overwork.

“This is a type of system that could result in
long work hours and increases the risk of
‘karoshi’,” said Emiko Teranishi, whose husband
killed himself due to depression linked to over-
work, in recent testimony to parliament. The bill
has also been controversial because key data
cited by Abe’s government to back it turned out
to be incorrect, forcing an embarrassing U-turn
on one part of the planned reforms. Shortly be-
fore the legislation passed, Chief Cabinet Sec-
retary Yoshihide Suga said it would help “bring
about a society which makes it possible for
every worker to choose work styles that suit
their individual conditions”. “We think it will
contribute greatly to (welfare of) workers and
the development of the Japanese economy,”
Suga told a regular briefing. —AFP

Escalating trade 
battle embroils 
G7 finance meet
WHISTLER, Canada: Amid threats of imminent tariffs
on metals and auto imports, escalating trade tensions
between Europe and the United States were casting
a shadow over a meeting of finance ministers from the
world’s top economies. Long a bastion of multilater-
alism, the Group of Seven ministerial in a Canadian
mountain resort will serve as the latest battleground
for the discord now at the heart of the global econ-
omy. As the US engages in a multi-front trade battle,
with allies and adversaries alike, US Commerce Sec-
retary Wilbur Ross on Wednesday rejected calls to
extend exemptions on punishing import tariffs on
steel and aluminum and warned that duties for mas-
sive US imports of automobiles were on the horizon.

This means the metals tariffs would take effect on
Friday, the second day of the G7 meeting as frustra-
tion mounts in Europe, the single-largest source of
US steel imports. The Wall Street Journal reported on
Wednesday that Washington would allow the EU ex-
emption to expire, after weeks of talks failed to yield
a compromise, such as a quota arrangement. The
harsh duties imposed in March to combat global
overcapacity of the metals and boost domestic pro-
duction, were only one part of a dizzying pace of de-
velopments, coinciding with a political crisis in Italy,
which this week has roiled markets fearful for the fu-
ture of the euro and bringing turmoil to the European
Union, the G7’s largest economic bloc.

New G7 agenda
US Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin is due

to hold meetings with his European counterparts

to discuss President Donald Trump’s confronta-
tional trade agenda, officials said. But Jacob
Kirkegaard, senior fellow at the Peterson Institute
for International Economics, told AFP that the
agenda Canada, the current G7 chair, set for the
meeting - which included uncontroversial themes
such as inclusive development and innovation in fi-
nance - would be swept aside amid raw relations
between America and its traditional allies.

“Hopefully they can agree to keep talking
about these issues, although that is unlikely,” he
said, adding that Trump’s recent actions proved to
US allies that Washington would not de-escalate
the dispute. “I think the only thing you can hope
for is no further harm.” In recent weeks, Trump has
repeatedly switched course on key foreign policy
and trade issues, first imposing then easing sanc-
tions on Chinese telecoms equipment firm ZTE,
and declaring a “hold” on a looming trade war with
Beijing but then announcing he would press ahead
with $50 billion in tariffs on China’s tech sector.

Last week, the administration also launched a
national security-based investigation that could
result in stinging tariffs on the hundreds of bil-
lions of autos the US imports annually, just as it
has for the smaller aluminum and steel industries.
And Ross also vetoed a traditional joint statement
at an annual economic meeting in Paris this week
which denounced protectionism, further angering
US allies.

About faces hinder consensus 
Relations among G7 nations represent particu-

larly high stakes as they account for more than 60
percent of global GDP. And the sectors where Trump
has chosen to wage his battles are key to trade in
the economic bloc. More than 60 percent of US auto
imports - an industry that closely binds US and
Canadian manufacturing - come from G7 countries,
as well as more than 50 percent of aluminum imports
and nearly 36 percent of steel.—AFP
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